
A B C D Caption (in hyphens) and/or description of contents
-- -- 2 -- Map of the Gold Coast.
-- 1 3 Accra jetty with ships.
-- -- 9 -- Christiansborg Castle with canoes
5 3 11 -- Entrance to the castle with guard.
110 -- 12 -- "Christiansborg."
-- -- 36 59  Cape Coast Castle taken from the town.
16? -- 37 -- "Cape Coast Castle."
-- 10blue 39 -- Elmina Castle inside
-- 15 40 -- View from S. Jago to Elmina Castle.
15a blue 41 -- "Secondee."
-- blue 42 -- "Gold Coast Takoradi". Map of town and harbour (provisional layout).
-- blue 43 -- “Gold Coast Government Takoradi Quarry".  Machines and men at

work.
-- -- -- 44 "Construction Railway Head in a Cutting".  Workers laying rails.
-- -- 46 60 Forest view with stream or road.
-- blue 49 -- Kumase fort.
-- -- 50 -- "Kingsway, Coomassie, on Day of Arrival of First Train, Ist October

 Note State Umbrellas of Chiefs".
-- -- 50 -- "Kingsway, Coomassie".  Street scenery with lorries
38 34blue 53 -- "His Excellency over a Tree Bridge, Anourkor River on the Road to

Wiaso".  The Governor is seen in front of the carriers of his carrying
chair.

243? 48blue 54 -- "At the Durbar Hill". Chief sitting in state with entourage.
-- -- 55 -- "Gold Coast Government."  Chiefs sitting in state.
-- 35blue 56 -- A group of Europeans, perhaps the Governor, his wife and officers are

sitting in a courtyard (probably an ahenfie). They are studying a map. A
guard of Hausa soldiers is also to be seen.

243? 31blue? 59 -- "Cocoa Plantation". Three people harvesting cocoa.
-- -- 60 100 Woman in front of a farm, drying cocoa.

"Coconut Plantation, Gold Coast Government.
241 -- -- 63 -- "Cocoa Lorries Starting out to Bring Cocoa to the Railway."
-- -- 64 93 Five drums (of Cocoa?) being rolled (near the sea, Accra?).
-- 5blue 70 -- A plantation of Gummi Arabicum(?) trees.
-- -- 77 -- "Old Timber Bridge".  A car is crossing the bridge.
-- 31blue? 78 -- People walking over a bridge, probably the same as on the picture

before.  Other people are washing clothes on the riverbank.
-- 33blue? 79 -- River scenery, a landing place for a ferry, probably Yeji.
90 32blue 80 -- "Ms Excellency Leaving the Pier-Head over the River Volta. Yeji".

Cars on a ferry consisting of canoes.
-- 36blue 81 -- Caravan of mules or donkeys in forest savannah.
93 45blue 83 -- "Chief of ... Salaga Northern Territories."
-- blue 84 -- Village view, Northern Territories.
-- 4blue -- -- Probably Christiansborg Castle as seen from Salem behind a drain and

cocoanut trees.
-- -- 6 -- Ferry crossing a river in the forest area, being towed by a group of

People.
-- 7 -- -- Palm tree (may be a date-palm, or there might be a lot of weaver-bird

nests on its branches).  Probably at the same place as picture 6.
-- 8 -- -- View of St. Jago (Elmina), in the foreground a lagoon.
-- 9 -- -- Road over lagoon to settlement with two forts (Elmina?).
-- 12blue -- -- Elmina Castle, inside.
-- 13blue -- -- Elmina Castle seen from St. Jago.
-- 18 -- -- Guard consisting of soldiers with Union Jack, in the background a

group of onlookers, probably officials of the government.  In the
foreground a dog.  he deforested mountainous area seems to be situated in
southern Ghana.



-- 20 -- -- The same hill as on picture 19, seen from the town with a road leading
to it.

-- 21 -- -- Man in uniform-like dress next to a pool with sprinklers.
63 22 -- -- "His Excellency over Bridge. Offin River, Yeashin to Abeambra."
-- 22 -- -- Muslim on horseback accompanied by soldiers walking, followed by

an umbrella, in the background the Kumase Fort.
20? 24 -- -- "At the Installation Ceremony by H. Harper Esq." Kumase?
-- 25 -- -- Two women at a railway station.
-- 26blue -- -- Group of boy scouts.
-- 26 -- -- Village scenery with stream, people washing.  Donkeys are drinking

from the river, another one is standing offside resting.
-- 27 -- -- Village scenery with pottery.
198 29blue -- -- "Part View of the Lake [Bosumtwei as directed by Capt. Yeffs,

Coomassie."
-- 30 -- -- Group of men in cloth with head loads (baskets, probably at same place

as picture 29).
-- 38 -- -- Group of people, some of them Muslim in front of a large mud-

building with large carrying baskets (?) in the foreground.
109 39 -- -- "Brewing the Pito, the Only Beverage of the Territorials."
96? 40 -- -- "Mohamedan Mosque Salaga." People posing on the stairway leading

to the rooftop and Imam.
-- 41 -- -- Market scenery under a tree, rich in details, probably Salaga.
-- 43 -- -- "Weaving Cloth etc. Tamale". A weaver and a woman spinning thread

sitting under a tree.
-- 44 -- -- Townview in the north of the country.
-- 45 -- -- Cascade with a soldier.
231 47 -- -- "House of Chief Kofi Sefa(?) of Abkwanki Ewaku(?)."
-- 50blue -- -- Alley at Aburi Botanical Gardens.
-- -- -- 63 "Northern Territories."  Cattle with man inside an enclosure.
174 -- -- -- Street scenery Kumase.
-- -- 55 -- A road in the forest. A group of people is standing under a banner fixed

high  above the road saying "Welcome to Ashanti".  Seated probably
the Governor.

44 -- blue -- -- The Governor visiting a settlement in the forest with thatched mud
houses. Somebody is holding an umbrella over him. People have
gathered, a group of akyeame can also be discerned.

63 -- -- -- Governor, King (?), officials and chiefs sitting under a canopy made
from palm branches in a grove of coconut trees.   A banner fixed to the
canopy states "God Save the King."

118 -- -- -- Group of polo-players on horses.
130 -- -- -- Sportive play of Hausa soldiers competing and government officials

and commoners looking on.
189 -- -- -- Tea party (?) in a garden with Europeans at table drinking tea and

smoking.

Total number of pictures: 71


